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THE PURPOSE of this note is to show how the structure formulae for BP,BP originally given by 
Quillen in [5] and subsequently by Adams in [l], can be simplified when one passes to 
BP,BP/I, = BP& @BP. BP,BP = BP,BP &, BP,/In 
where I,, = (p, v,, . . . , v,_J C BP* is the nth invariant prime ideal (see [3]). The generators vi 
will be defined below. We will obtain simplification of the formulae for the right unit of vi+” 
(Theorems 6 and 7) and the coproduct (Theorem 8) and conjugation (Theorem 9) of ti, for i 5 2n. 
We will also obtain an expression for the formal group law over BP,/I. (Theorem 5). 
These results will be applied to problems related to the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence in 
a series of papers beginning with [4]. 
I wish to thank Steve Wilson and Dave Johnson for suggesting some improvements in the 
manuscript, and Manuel Moreira for pointing out some errors in an earlier version of this paper. I 
am also grateful to the Institute for Advanced Study for providing financial support and pleasant 
surroundings while this paper was being written. 
We will use the notation of [l]. 
Recall BP, = Zcpj[vL, v,, . . .] where dim vi = 2(p’ - I), BP, @Q =Q[l,, 12,. . .] where li = 
rn,,~~ = (CP”-‘/pi) and BP,BP = BP*[t,, tz,. . .] where dim ti = 2(p’ - 1). The structure maps 
are qR : BP, + BP,BP given by 
the coproduct $: BP,BP + BP,BP OBp. BP,BP given by 
and the conjugation c : BP,BP + BP,BP given by 
,+z_, lktP”c(tj)““+’ = lr. (3) 
We will also use the formula of Hazewinkel([2]), i.e. that multiplicative generators vi E BP, 
can be defined by the inductive formula 
v, + c livpnli= pl,.
O<i<” (4) 
There is a formal group law F(x, y) E BP,[[x, y]] associated with BP given by 
where 
F(x, y) = exp (log x + log y) (5) 
and 
log x = c liXP’ (lo = 1) 
ir0 
exp (log x) = x. 
(6) 
(7) 
We will denote 
exp (T log ai) by TPai. 
tPartially supported by NSF grant MPS72-05055 A02. 
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Notice that F(x, y) E BP,[[x, yll even though exp x, log x E (Q @ BP,)[[x]]. 
Our first result is an expression for the right unit of the Hazewinkel generators mod p. This 
will be further simplified below. 
THEOREM 1. 
xF tinR(uj)P’ E xF uitjp’ mod (p). 
ir0 i>0 
j>O j20 
Proof. We apply qR to (4) and get 
,s<, ~R(b)7)R(~n-i)P’ = p7)R(ln) for n >O. 
Then apply (1) to both sides and get 
(8) 
Then substitute (4) in the right-hand side and get 
Summing over all n > 0 gives 
Applying exp gives us 
Hence it suffices to show that each term of exp Z pt, is in pBP,BP, which is a consequence of
“>O 
the following: 
LEMMA 2. The element exppx E (Q@BP,)[[x]] lies in pBP,[[x]]. 
Proof. First note that for any t E BP,[[x]], logpt E pBP,[[x]] since p’li E BP,. Now let 
exppx = X Uixi with pi E Q@BP,. We will show inductively that Ui E pBP*. NOW 
i>O 
log (exppx) = px so u, = p. Suppose ui E pBP, for i < k. Then px = log izO &xi = 
ulrxk +yk mod(x*+‘) where yk E pBP,[[x]]. Hence uk E pBP*. 
0 
In order to simplify (2), (3) and (8) modulo I,, we will need to get a more explicit expression for 
the formal group law. First we need the following result about pth powers. 
LEMMA 3. Let A and B be ideals in a commutative Z(,,) algebra with A C B, and let x, y E B 
such that x = y mod A. Then 
X p” 3 yp’ mod ,$, (pn-i)kpn-prAp’. 
Proof. Let x = y + a with a E A. Then 
X 
P” _yp”= P “-ja i 
E ,& (+‘“-‘A 
> ,<Ts. (pn-i)BPn-piAp’. 
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To show the opposite inclusion we consider the terms in which j is not a power of p. Let j = cp i 
with c > 1 and (c,p) = 1. Then 
( ) 7 BP’“-cp 
‘ACP’= (pn-i)BP”-CP’A(C-l)P’AP’ 
c (Pn-i)BD”-CP’B(C-I)P’AP’ 
= (p”-‘)BP”-“‘A”‘_ 
We now define a symmetric polynomial in k-variables for m >O 
0 
Cd”(X1, 
. . . rXk)= cwpm -w:“) 
P 
with the following elementary properties. (We will often abbreviate the above by C,- (xi)). 
PROPOS~~ON 4. 
(a) CPm(xl,..., xk) has integer coeficients 
(b) Cpm(xi) E C&(X~)~~-’ E CP(xPm-‘) modp 
(c) Cp”(XI + x2, x3, . . .) = cp- (XI, x2, x3, . . .) - cp- (x1, x2). 0 
Now let J,,, C R[[xl, . . . , xk]] for a commutative ring R denote the ideal generated by 
monomials of degree L M. Then we have 
THEOREM 5. The formal group law over BP,II, is given by 
iFXi E (c xj)-,g, Vn+iCp”+‘(X1,. a a 9 xk) 
Proof. Let z = F(x,, . . . , xk). If we reduce Hazewinkel’s formula (4) to BP,/(v,, . . . , v,-,)@ 
Q we get 
p”+l 
logx=x+ x Vn+iX mod J,P. 
Osicn P 
In particular 
so 
log x = x mod J,n 
z = Xxi mod .&P. 
Since log z = Z log xi, by 5.1 we have 
P”+l 
Z + x Vn+iZ 
0zzj”n 
p c 7 Xi +  o&n v”+i$ mod JzP”, 
1 
or 
Now if we apply Lemma 3 (setting A = J,P and B = J,) to 5.2 we see that 
Z p”+’ s (xxi)p’+’ mod (p’) + (P)J~p-,)ki+“~‘+p2n+j~’ +.&P-I. 
If we substitute 5.4 in the right-hand side of 5.3, we get the desired expression for z. 
We are now in a position to make (2), (3) and (8) more explicit. 
THEOREM 6. In BP,BP/I, for k 5 n 
i.e., 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
cl 
(9) 
(10) 
where the sum is over all subscripts with i, + i2 t. . . +i,+jl+jz=k,O~m~,i,>O,jS~O,and 
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where al = p il, a, =p’sa,-, and d = a,,,p”+il. 
Proof. Modulo I. (8) becomes 
zF fi7)R (s)“l = $ zktipL. 
j2n ja2 
Since qR(%) = Y,, we can rewrite this as 
i.e. 
where the symbol ‘ZF indicates that the term with i = j = 0 is excluded. It follows from Theorem 
5 that the expression for nR (v,+~) will not involve any of the cross terms in the formal group law 
if k 5 n, so we get the first formula of the Theorem. The derivation of the second formula from 
the first is routine. 
Examples. In BP,BPII,, we have 
vR(&+l) = 2)nil + unflPn - unPtl for n = 1 
vR(&+2)= &+2+ ~,+lf,P"+'+ &t2P" - d+ltl- u"P't2 
+ tl'+*vnP2- tl'+P"+'vnP for n 22 
qR(&+3) = t&+J + &+Zt,*“+‘+ Z)“+lt2P”+’  bt?” - VE+ztl 
- &*t2- Z)“Pst3 - t*1+P”+2V:+I - t*t*P’+‘V,P - t*tlP”+*&p* 
+ t ‘+P/{ + tltzPU”P3+ t*t,P*&P’+ t*~+P+P”+‘VnP~ - t,‘+p+PZVIIP3 
for’n 2 3. 
THEOREM 7. In BP,BPII, for n < k 5 2n 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
,zk ti’IR(vn+k-i)Pi -osj$_n_, u”+jcP”‘l(~R(uk-j), fl?)R(Vk-j-l)P,. . . , ~~-j-n~npk-'-n) 
=,gk 
vn+jcp"+j(vk-j, vk-j-ttlP*-‘-’ , . . . , UK-“). (14) 
Ozzjsk-n-L 
Proof. In the mod I, reduction of (8) the first terms (after cancelling u, on both sides) occur in 
dimension 2(p “+’ - 1). Hence Theorem 5 is sufficient for getting an explicit expression up to 
dimension 2(p ,,+’ - l)(p *+’ + tj - 1)~“~‘), which is greater than 2@‘” - 1) and therefore 
adequate for our purposes. The right-hand side of (8) becomes (in our range) 
z u”+itP”+’ -,5T<” u,+,C,(U”,;;“-‘th”‘“+‘+~-‘) 
jr0 
and the left-hand expression has a similar form. The variables to which C,( ) is applied all have 
dimensions of the form 2(p a - p “) with b 2 n and a 5: 2n, so it follows that the only terms that 
will have the dimension of v,,+~ are those indicated above. 
cl 
Examples. For n = 1, p > 2 
.qR(V3) = us+ v*t,p*+ ultZP - uZPtl - v,P2t*- VIntl*+pZ+ V1p2tl~+’ 
- v,cp(u*, VlflP, -VIPtl), 
and for n =2, p >2 
(1% 
qR(uS) = 215 + t)4tlP4 + tr3tZp3 + V,tJD* - VdPt, - v3P2t2 - VZpJt3 - tr3Pt11+P* 
- lgtltzp’ - vzpZtlP4t* + 03pzt* l+p + l)2Pst,tZp + u*P’tlp2fz + uzp2f,1+D+P4 
- u*P'f, 
I+P+P*_ 
U2Cp~(Us, U2fl 
P2 
,-zj2Ptl). 
For p =2, add v~‘u,~ to (15) and 02t14 to (16). 
(16) 
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We now turn our attention to the coproduct. (2) can be rewritten as 
so we get 
THEOREM 8. In BP,BPIL for k 52n 
Proof. The argument is similar to that of Theorem 7 and is left to the reader. 
For the conjugation we can rewrite (3) as 
i&F tiC(tj)“’ = 1, 
Let xk E BP,BP be defined inductively by x, = 1 and 
Explicitly we have 
,g, tiXZ:i = 0 for k >O. 
Xk = 2 (-l)“t*,t;;. . . tp 
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(17) 
(18) 
cl 
(19) 
(20) 
where the notation is similar to that of Theorem 6. Then we have 
THEOREM 9. In BP,BP/I,, for k s 2n 
c(h) = xk + c .v"+jcpn+J(tkxel,-j-k) 
Osj<k-n 
- ,,J._. tiv”,:jC,““+l(thX~1”-j-~). 
Dzjck-n-i 
(21) 
Proof. This follows from (19) by the methods used in the proof of Theorem 7. 
0 
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